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GENDER AND AGE—OUR SUPERGLUED IDENTITY MARKERS

Gender

and Age—the two markers of our identity, stuck to us as if “superglued.”

Is there any moment in our waking life when we
are not conscious of them? We are conscious of them
in buying our clothes, in partaking of our foods, in
choosing our recreation. We visit only those stores
that sell the merchandise that suits our particular
gender and age, buy music CDs that echo our
generation‛s psyche, and flock to places —public as
well as commercial—where people similar to our age
and of interest to our gender congregate.

Age, our second unalterable characteristic,
marks the progression of our lives. It affects what
we consume, both when we are celebrating it and
when we are defying it.

Celebration and defiance consumptions
offer distinct opportunities to marketers. To
harness these, keep a close watch on the
psychology of the generations. Seniors, Boomers, Gen Xers, Millennials, teens—they all
represent unique and individually alluring islands
of opportunity. Commune with them, grasp
their mojo, and then fashion your offerings for
each age group separately.
And, for the population as a whole, keep a
watch on the changing numbers. The fortunes
of whole industries can swing as more of the
today‛s Boomers reach their golden years and
the Millennials become tomorrow‛s 40somethings. Marketers: shifting Population
Pyramids are an opportunity deserving of our
constant watch!
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YOUR TURN

REVIEW+Rewind
1. List some notable differences between men and
women in terms of their consumer behaviors.
2. How are gender roles changing lately in
Western Societies and elsewhere? What should
marketers do to respond to these changes?
3. Explain why a marketer should study age as a
consumer characteristic.
4. What is meant by the term “population
pyramid”? Why should a marketer study
them?
5. Explain the differences in the psychological
makeup of consumers who are:
a. Gen X and Gen Y
b. Seniors and baby boomers
6. Who are metrosexuals? How do retrosexuals
and übersexuals differ from metrosexuals?
7. Explain the concept of Family Life Cycle and
its utility to marketers.
8. Explain the concepts and sources of consumer
socialization of children and IGI.
THINK+Apply
1. To Which age group do you belong? Does the
description of consumer behavior for that age
group hold true for you? To what extent? Why
or why not?
2. Collect five ads targeted at seniors. Scrutinize
them for any elements that might betray any
stereotypes of seniors that are likely to displease
seniors themselves.
3. Would a store targeting metrosexuals have
good market opportunities? Why or why not?
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PRACTICE+Experience
1. Interview two couples similar in demographics
but differing on gender role attitudes
(traditional and egalitarian). Understand and
describe how their consumption roles are
affected by their gender role attitudes.
2. Interview two Baby Boomers and then two
Generation Xers, if possible from the same
family. Focus your interview on (a) their
clothes buying habits, (b) their use of credit
cards and the importance of budgeting and
savings, and (c) the importance of money in
life. Summarize the differences and similarities
you find.
3. Survey all of the marketing activities of
companies marketing (a) soft drinks, (b)
clothing, and (c) electronic music and
communication devices, directed at Generation
Y. Describe how well these marketing programs
fit with the attitudes and tastes of Gen Y
described in the chapter.
4. Interview two adolescents (one male and one
female) to identify the IGI they have received.
Compare your findings.

In the Marketing Manager’s Shoes

Put yourself in a marketing manager’s shoes. Most
concepts in the chapter have some lessons for
the marketing manager, i.e., they suggest what
to do differently in practice; indeed, often these
applications are implicit in our explanations of
the concepts and models in the chapter. Identify
at least five specific applications of the chapter’s
concepts, all of which should be entirely new,
different from the examples cited here.

HUMAN PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS
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